School Improvement Committee Meeting
Tuesday, May 17, 2016 4:30-5:30 PM
Location: Vanguard Academy

Our mission is to empower our students to excel in college and careers with exceptional math, science, and leadership skills, inspired by music and a passion for learning.

MINUTES

Attendance: Eric, Suzanne, Holli, Ellie, Kathleen, Marie, Stephanie

BUSINESS ITEMS (To be Discussed and/or Voted On):

- PROPOSAL UPDATE
  Next year has been approved

- SAGE PROGRESS DISCUSSION
  Testing should be complete by next Wednesday 25, 2016.
  Some preliminary data available now. Detailed results with concepts should be available from state in July.
  Considerations for next year’s improvement plan include changing curriculum specifically in math and possibly science, using a different scheduling option (modified block vs. traditional block), and providing professional development for teachers for “unpacking” the core.

- FUTURE DEADLINES
  We will use preliminary data if we need to determine things before final results are available.

Next meeting scheduled for Tuesday, September 13, 2016